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CORE READERSHIP

16,412         
TOTAL CIRCULATION

Medical Marketing & Media (MM&M)  
is an award-winning media brand— 
first published in 1966—that has evolved 
beyond its flagship monthly print publi-
cation to also include a comprehensive 
website, e-newsletters, events, social 
media channels, an awards program  
and more. This go-to resource provides 
timely, balanced, relevant, original  
editorial content for an executive audi-
ence of leaders, thinkers, and decision- 
makers in healthcare marketing, includ-
ing marketers from all the top healthcare 
manufacturers as well as their partner 
agencies, vendors and media outlets. 
With coverage provided by a seasoned 
editorial staff as well as industry experts, 
the focus is on producing a mix of news, 
analysis, commentary, features and spe-
cial reports to provide the tools needed 
to make crucial decisions in the dynamic 
and complex healthcare market. MM&M 
is produced with independence and  
authority, and with the highest regard  
to editorial and design standards. 

• BPA audited circulation
•  75% pharma/biotech/device  

diagnostics titles

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

Healthcare Manufacturers  11,574

Advertising/Marketing Agency 3,433

Media Companies 395

Service/Support Companies 766 
(market research, government  
agencies, trade associations, CROs)

Other allied to the field 244

TOTAL CIRCULATION 16,412

Source: June 2016 BPA Statement
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SUPPLEMENTS

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

MM&M produces three print supplements annually that address key trends, topics, innovations, technologies, insights and more 
that affect the healthcare marketing arena within the biopharma landscape. The 2017 MM&M supplements are polybagged with a 
monthly issue of MM&M reaching over 16,400 MM&M loyal subscribers.

BRANDING & THOUGHT LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUR COMPANY
Advertisers will receive a 4-color, double-page spread within the Partner Companies Showcase section. This includes a full-page 
display ad alongside a full-page profile to communicate services, offerings and capabilities, company description, contact infor-
mation and more. In addition, each company invited to answer to the specific Supplements editorial question to appear within the 
Partner Companies Showcase section. 

In this exclusive standalone supplement, top big-pharma and agency 
execs share the strategies and tactics that have fueled growth and 
made their companies an A-list destination for the industry’s most 
coveted talent

Game Changers is a special supplement to MM&M, with a focus on 
innovation and future trends in the healthcare marketing and com-
munications arena. A special advertiser section showcases compa-
nies, whose innovative practices, initiatives, platforms, technology 
and other offerings have helped shape the pharmaceutical, biotech 
and medical device landscape. As in other dynamic industries, these 
visionaries enable the industry to approach marketing and sales on 
an entirely different level in a short period of time. 

The Patient Report is a supplement to MM&M that, on an annual 
basis, pulls together the latest data, trends, insights, observations, 
opinions and tips for engaging with patients and making sense of 
consumer behavior in the healthcare space. It also features a special 
showcase of companies that specialize in patient engagement and 
healthcare consumers, rounding out an invaluable one-stop resource 
for healthcare marketers and communication executives.

MARCH 2017 THE MM&M GUIDE TO CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT & WORKPLACE CULTURE

APRIL 2017 GAME CHANGERS

JUNE 2017 THE PATIENT JOURNEY

Hindsight is always 20/20. 
Five years ago this January, the economy entered into 

a postrecession planning exercise: How to innovate in 
the face of changing economic, technical and political 
norms? The iPhone was a toddler, the iPad had just been 
unveiled and no one could have predicted the arrival of 
the Apple Watch let alone its Taptic Engine, a linear actu-
ator inside Apple Watch that produces haptic feedback.

Fast-forward to 2015, and trends that emerge suggest 
a refined understanding of how data, technology and 
 design will contribute to healthcare transformation. 

1. Organizational maturity. 
If there is a hallmark of 2015, it is organizational matu-
rity as heathcare and life sciences companies realign 
 resources in the name of innovation.

The rise of the “innovation center of excellence” has 
now given way to embedding innovation DNA across 
the organization. “I think one of the big changes that 
I have seen here at Pfizer and elsewhere as I network 
with other innovation groups is that companies—
pharma included—are seeing innovation as a needed 
longer-term capability of the organization,” says Wendy 
Mayer, VP worldwide innovation, Pfizer. “In the past 
it was about developing specific ideas, and the success 
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10  trends  transforming  
healthcare in 2015 
Think you’ve heard the same old transformative song before—say last year at this time? 
Nah. Sara Holoubek reports on 10 game-changing healthcare themes that will not only 
foster change this year and in the near future but will also separate success from failure
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

“We’re seeing 
hundreds of 
entrepreneurs 
focus on big 
data and 
analytics 
solutions 
and millions 
of dollars 
invested in 
solutions 
designed to 
turn data into 
wisdom.”
—Unity Stoakes,  
StartUp Health

and longevity of innovation as a function was tied to 
the success of those ideas.”

Investing in the ability to experiment at scale can also 
serve as a catalyst for organizational behavior change. 
“We have had big ideas succeed and others fail. If the 
approach to driving the organization forward rested on 
the success of those specific ideas or concepts, we would 
create an organization more afraid of failure because the 
future capabilities of the organization would be riding on 
the success of each project,” Mayer says.

2. The data science movement is here. 
Following years of keynotes and panels on the subject 
of big data, the movement has firmly arrived, primarily 
propelled by early-stage companies. While incumbents, 
such as payers and pharma, seek to better use existing 
data, start-ups are designing their companies from the 
ground up to collect, store and make use of data. 

“One of the most exciting developments in health-
care today is the emergence of a new breed of entre-
preneurs focused on making sense of all this new data,” 
says Unity Stoakes, co-founder and managing partner 
of StartUp Health. “We’re seeing hundreds of entrepre-
neurs focus on big data and analytics solutions and mil-
lions of dollars invested in solutions designed to turn 
data into wisdom.”

Larger organizations have taken note, allocating 
significant resources to build new data science teams. 
Currently, companies such as Humana, Aetna, Biogen, 
Abbott Laboratories and the Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center have open positions for data scientists. 
Even the White House has made a key hire in D. J. Patil 
as the first government chief data scientist, notes Aman 
Bhandari, former White House adviser. Patil, who coined 
the term data science, will  focus on precision medicine 
and serves as a harbinger of future efforts for healthcare. 
“There will continue to be an increased emphasis on all 
things data, from inter operability to privacy to bring-
ing new disciplines like data science to healthcare,” says 
Bhandari.

3. Data liquidity. 
If data science is the movement of our time, interoper-
ability is the rallying cry. Without interoperability of 
systems, there is no data liquidity. If data is not liquid, 
population health cannot be achieved.

At the heart of this challenge is the electronic medi-
cal record. “EMRs weren’t designed to be interoperable,” 
says Niko Skievaski, co-founder of Redox, a team of for-
mer Epic developers now focusing on EMR integration. 
Historically, every EMR installation was highly custom-

ized, with the result that not only did different EMRs not 
connect with one another, but the same EMR software 
installed in different health systems did not connect. 

“If health data were a lake,” said Skievaski, “every 
health application would need to build its own pipe to 
the source.” As a result, the water is either completely 
 inaccessible and/or dirty. Redox tackles this challenge 
head-on by centralizing access to the lake. “Interoper-
ability is a huge problem, but it’s not insolvable from a 
tech standpoint,” said Skievaski.

Others suggest that greater measures be taken to 
 allow for data liquidity. “I’m generally concerned on the 
polit ical side,” says Nat Turner, CEO of Flatiron Health. 
“There is a place for the government to step up on re-
quiring inter operability between systems.”

4. Data security. 
With an increased desire for interoperability comes an 
increased need for security. “Anytime you have  motion, 
transfer or access to data, you run into problems of 
 control, security and privacy,” says Chas Ballew, co-
founder of Aptible, a firm that focuses on secure and 
 private cloud deployment for digital health solutions. 

“There’s never just one way in, there are many ways 
in,” Ballew says. “There are doors, windows, the base-
ment. If you are going to lock your house, you want to 
board up the windows and put a guard at the door.” His 
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 Think Tank

Dan Bobear
Principal and 
 Managing Director
The Patient 
 Experience Project

Five industry experts  
discuss what it’s really  

going to take to integrate  
patients and best support 

their healthcare journey

Steve Rubis
Vice President, 
STIFEL Equity 
Research | Digital 
Healthcare
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Sandra 
 Shpilberg
VP, Strategic Mar-
keting & Com-
mercial Planning, 
Nora Therapeutics

Michael Byrnes
Vice President of 
Sales & Business 
Development
Rx EDGE
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A significant problem is the different 
messages between efficacy and adverse 
events. Consumers are subjected to a 
drug ad for a specific condition on TV fol-
lowed by a lawyer trying to drive a lawsuit 
around drug side effects. Older consumers 
are typically more risk averse and may 
forgo treatments because of messaging 
conflicts. A more holistic view of the pa-
tient state via mHealth and digital health 
technology may go a long way to help.

Technology can and will drive  stronger 
connections between patients and bio-
pharma. In our view, mHealth and digital 
health technology seem poised to provide 
biopharma with a more holistic view of 
the patient state. We believe that a more 
holistic view of the patient state will allow 
for more efficacious, safer and better 
products. Progressive biopharma compa-
nies may utilize them for social and gam-
ing aspects to drive better engagement.

Patient engagement in biopharma will 
develop mostly through mHealth and 
wearables, specifically in terms of clinical 
trials and product development. Progress 
will occur in spots rather than across the 
entire industry. Specifically, companies 
like Biogen and Merck may be well posi-
tioned to drive improvement in patient 
engagement, whose improvement starts 
with clinical trials and productization. It 
then can evolve to the commercialization 
and monetization stages. 

Companies vary greatly in their ability to 
effectively meet consumer expectations. 
I always say that you can tell in about five 
minutes where a company falls on that 
spectrum based on its questions and will-
ingness to engage in new ideas. Although 
not always the case, in our experience, 
small start-ups through midsize pharma 
companies tend to have an easier time 
changing their systems and fostering 
innova tive approaches. 

The most obvious opportunity to facili-
tate stronger connections is through the 
use of mobile technology. The key to 
success is creating content that engages 
in an entertaining and accessible way. 
Much of the content out there is not 
very engag ing, so there is great oppor-
tunity for improvement. Other emerging 
technologies offer potential, but pharma 
needs to figure out how to implement this 
new technology in a compliant manner. 

I think the most successful companies 
will be the ones that partner with the 
FDA to figure out what they can do by 
pitching innovative approaches that serve 
the needs of everyone and that involve 
the patient in the process. Companies 
need to collaborate to find innovative 
approaches instead of dismissing ideas 
out of hand based on past experience. 
The technology and external environment 
will continue to evolve, but regulatory and 
legal issues are the real barriers.

The pharma industry is evolving but at 
a very slow pace. Patients expect clear, 
balanced and actionable infor mation that 
is accessible wherever they are. We now 
know where they are—on their mobile 
phones, tablets and computers. Instead 
of expecting a patient to search for our 
website (containing passive published 
information), we should be helping that 
patient find us in the context of his or her 
daily activities.  

Yes, I am a strong believer in the power of 
technology to forge connections between 
patients and our industry. The key isn’t in 
providing information but in facilitating a 
meaningful interaction that enables the 
patient to take another step in the health 
journey. Opportunities exist to send re-
mind ers to improve compliance for an ap-
proved medicine. Patients have a chance 
to interact with us and in that interaction 
we learn about how to best serve them. 
 
I envision real progress. So far our industry 
has waited for channels to be developed 
and then decided on whether, and how, to 
use them. This approach can continue to 
work as long as our industry adopts these 
technologies quickly enough. However, in 
a not-so-distant future, I would love to see 
our industry leading in the creation of the 
ultimate health channel that integrates the 
patient with pharma, research, medical 
providers and other patients to best sup-
port his or her health journey. 

MarlaJan  
DeFusco 
BSN, RN, CPN, 
 Lupus Health Activ-
ist and Author of 
Luck Fupus blog

As consumers continue to have a more 
active role in their healthcare, pharma 
must forge ahead. The weakest link is that 
it is not engaging the consumer. Consum-
ers wish nothing more than to be heard, 
to feel their questions and concerns are 
of significance—not that they are there to 
make money for pharmaceutical compa-
nies. Go to consumers and ask what their 
specific needs are. Involving the patient is 
a surefire way for pharma to instill trust.

Pharma can use technology and social 
media to connect with patients. Face-
book chats are a way to involve patients, 
whether you hope to target a general 
or specific population. Twitter is a place 
to spread information. Patients can use 
apps to get information specific to their 
disease process and medications. List 
discount prescription programs and 
upcoming clinical trials. Patients want 
information but it has to be easy to find.

I’m not only a patient with multiple chron-
ic illnesses but I’m also on the healthcare 
side as a pediatric registered nurse. I real-
ize that progress takes time. It is impera-
tive that the pharma industry continues 
to strive to empower the patient pathway. 
Pharma may be surprised to learn the 
majority of patients aren’t demanding or 
expecting cures. But we deserve to feel 
better. To reiterate, start with engaging 
the patient and that will pave the road for 
a successful engagement pathway. 

Pharma capably applies key learning 
from other industries when connecting 
with patients. Doing this is a lot simpler 
when the customer is ordering a decaf 
vanilla latte than when deciding upon 
which heart medication to take for the 
rest of their life. But the weakest link rests 
in their ability to develop an emotional 
connection that will create patients who 
will be more likely to remain adherent and 
take their medication as prescribed.  

Apps, automatic reminders, electronic 
records and wearables are just a few 
examples of the tremendous impact of 
technology. But they are used at different 
rates of consistency without a centralized 
place to connect the dots leading to better 
patient care. The pharmacy is uniquely 
qualified to serve as that central hub.  
There are very few other environments 
in the healthcare continuum that offer 
 comparable levels of patient interaction. 
 
Change within pharma can seem slow. 
Sensitive medical information and lives 
are on the line. In this challenging and 
highly regulated environment, when 
something new is implemented it has 
to be done right and done right the first 
time. Viewed from that perspective, 12 
to 24 months can seem like a limited 
 window. But anything that can improve 
one patient’s life is progress, and if it can 
be scaled up to impact many patients’ 
lives, that would be real progress. 

Is the pharma industry 
doing a good job 
evolving the way it 
meets consumer 
expectations? Where 
do you see the 
weakest links?

Can technology 
facilitate stronger 
connections between 
patients and the 
pharma industry and, 
if so, where are the 
opportunities for using 
it to support patient 
care and quality?

What will happen 
in the next 12 to 24 
months in the way 
industry empowers 
the patient-
engagement pathway? 
Do you envision real 
progress?

Patient   Progress
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PRINT ADVERTISING RATES

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

Frequency 1x 3x 6x 12x

Double Page Spread $15,705 $15,077  $14,473  $13,893

Full Page  $8,686 $8,380  $7,924 $7,648

1/2 Page $6,321 $6,133   $5,823   $5,545 

1/4 Page $4,953 $4,832 $4,634   $4,379 

Strip Ad $4,080 $3,907  $3,713 $3,315 
 
These rates are for 4-color. Additional charges may apply for 5-color.  All rates are gross. 

Mock Cover  $25,000

Cover Tip   $18,000

Belly Band   $12,000

2nd Cover   add 25%

3rd Cover  add 15% 

4th Cover  add 35%

TOC  add 15%

Editor’s Desk   add 10%

    

*all print are gross

 Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Booking Deadline 12/7 1/9 2/8 3/15 4/12 5/10 6/8 7/11 8/15 9/13 10/11 11/9

Materials Due 12/9 1/16 2/13 3/20 4/17 5/15 6/14 7/17 8/21 9/18 10/16 11/3

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

DISRUPTIVE/PREMIUM POSITIONS

PRINT SCHEDULE

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums
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WEB PLACEMENTS

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

Page Peel 
(640x480)

Leaderboard
(728x90)

IMU
(300x250)

Pushdown 
(980x418)

• Stationary Bottom Banner  
(950x90)

• Stationary Side Bar 
(300x600)

177k

94k

64k

18k

MONTHLY 
PAGE VIEWS

MONTHLY 
VISITS

MONTHLY 
UNIQUE VISITORS

MOBILE  
IMPRESSIONS 

Prestitial 
(640x480)

Site Skin
(see specs)

Partner Content
(see next page)

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums
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CONTENT MARKETING AND  
NATIVE ADVERTISING

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

MM&M’s content marketing and native advertisement campaigns on mmm-online.com gives you the opportunity 
of having your thought leadership content exposed to a premium audience of pharmaceutical, biotech and medical 
device marketers. In addition to the content being available through MM&M’s website homepage the campaigns will 
also be promoted through MM&M’s social media  
channels (Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn)  
providing your content even more exposure  
to life science marketers.

0.33%

23k

CTR

IMPRESSIONS

  LINKEDIN:     FACEBOOK:     TWITTER: 
  1,459  1,953  8,296
SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
Posts through Social Media

78
CLICKS  

PER CAMPAIGN

Packages include  
prominent fixed  
placement in the MM&M  
home page, for 7 days,  
and a total of 21 days  
in high-profile  
promotional spots.

The current generation of physicians and hospital staff have new priorities, ways of operating and
preferences for communicating. Marketers must adapt messaging and communication channels to reach
modern medical professionals.

BY KEVIN GUTHRIE, VICE-PRESIDENT, GENERAL MANAGER, HEALTHLINK 
DIMENSIONS

PARTNER CONTENT

5 ways marketers can appeal to modern medical practitioners

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

Empowered Healthcare Intelligence

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums
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NEWSLETTERS

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

The following editorial newsletters are published by Medical Marketing & Media and are available for sponsorship. 
Sponsorships within the MM&M newsletters include display sponsorships with leaderboard and IMUs as well  
as textbox banners ads.

Delivered  Monday through Thursday each week reaching 15,000 
opt-in subscribers promoting the latest industry news coverage 
and expert analysis on all aspects of marketing, including break-
ing stories of the day.

• Principle Sponsorship includes:  Leaderboard (728 x 90) & IMU 
(300 x 250) display banner ad in each Newsbrief sponsored for 
that day of the month. Includes live URLs provided by Sponsor. 

• Text Sponsorship includes: Company Logo, headline, 50 words 
of text and designated URL provided by Sponsor to appear in 
each Newsbrief sponsored for that day of the month.

• Each sponsorship equates to 4 MM&M Newsbriefs/month as a 
part of the campaign

A Weekly recap of ground-breaking top stories of the week deliv-
ered every Friday to over 16,000 opt-in MM&M subscribers.

• Principle Sponsorship includes:  Leaderboard & IMU display 
banner ad in each Weekly Digest. Includes live URLs provided  
by Sponsor. 

• Text Sponsorship includes: Company Logo, headline, 50 words 
of text and designated URL provided by Sponsor to appear in 
each Weekly Digest.

•  Each sponsorship equates to 4 MM&M Weekly Digests/month 
as a part of the campaign

Delivered monthly to 11,000 subscribers, Splash, highlights the 
lead feature of our monthly publication before it hits our subscrib-
ers’ mailbox, making them aware that the issue is on its way and 
offering a sneak peek of the cover story, digital first!

• Principle Sponsorship includes: Leaderboard (728 x 90)

• Text Sponsorship includes: 50 words of text, URL, company logo 
and URL

• Sponsorship equates to 1 MM&M “The Splash” deployment

MM&M NEWS BRIEF

MM&M WEEKLY DIGEST

THE SPLASH BY MM&M

Leaderboard
(720x90)

Leaderboard
(720x90)

Leaderboard
(720x90)

IMU
(300x250)

IMU
(300x250)

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums
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CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

 ONLINE DISPLAY
*Frequency Leaderboard IMU Expandable IMU Double IMU Navigation Bar 
 (728x90) (300x250) Size Non-Expanded (300 x 250)/ (300x600) (980x30) 
   Max Size Expanded (600 x 250)
1 month $2,009 $1,875 $2,062 $3,432 $1,872

3 months $1,875 $1,741 $1,915 $3,224 $1,820

6 months $1,741 $1,607 $1,768 $3,016 $1,716

12 months $1,548 $1,474 $1,621 $2,756 $1,508

*28,000 minimum impressions guaranteed

 NEWSLETTERS

Principle MM&M NewsBrief Weekly Digest The Splash by MM&M    
Sponsorship  (728x90, 300x250)  (728x90, 300x250)   (728x90)

1 month $4,820 $6,619 $2,520

3 months $4,605 $6,199 $2,363

6 months $4,284 $5,883 $2,100

12 months $4,070 $5,568 $1,943

Text ad only
1 month $3,362 $2,732 $1,082

3 months $3,047 $2,574 $876

6 months $2,732 $2,311 $798

12 months $2,416 $2,101 $618

*MM&M NewsBrief deploys daily Monday-Thursday. One month equates to four newsletters/Weekly Digest deploys every Friday/The Splash deploys once a month.

 INTERACTIVE/RICH MEDIA

Frequency Prestitial (640x180) Pushdown (980x418) Site Skin (Home Page Only)
1 week $2,184 $1,664 $3,640

2 weeks $2,122 $1,602 $3,276

3 weeks $2,059 $1,539 $2,756

1 month $7,488 $5,408 $2,184

 MM&M AGENCY GALLERY

Type Platinum Gold Silver
Annual rate $3,500 $3,000 $2,000

NATIVE ADVERTISING & CUSTOM CONTENT CAMPAIGN

Branded Client Custom Content 
(MM&M Content) Content (MM&M to Produce)
Available for Quote $6,500 per month Available for Quote

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP & LEAD GENERATION EVENTS

Partner 20/10 Podcast Custom 
Webcast Webcast  Webcast
$13,500 $12,500 $5,000 Available for Quote

 ONLINE DISPLAY

Frequency Page Peel (see specs) Stationary Bottom Banner (950x90) Stationary Side Bar (300x600)
1 month $4,628 $3,640 $4,550

3 months $4,004 $3,328 $4,368

6 months $3,593 $3,120 $4,186

12 months $3,423 $2,756 $4,004

DIGITAL

DIGITAL RATES: ONLINE, ELECTRONIC 
& NATIVE ADVERTISING RATES

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums


Brand your company and highlight your expertise, 
talent and capabilities with an online listing  
within the MM&M Agency Gallery!

1) PLATINUM LISTING 
$3,500
Full color logo, Company contact 
information, Company URL, Company 
description (Profile), Creative work 
showcased, Two corporate assets 
(Whitepaper) with 50 word description 
and PDF for each, Company video or 
slide presentation, Social media URLs

2) GOLD LISTING 
$3,000 
Full color logo, Company contact 
information, Company URL, Company 
description (Profile), Creative work 
showcased

3) SILVER LISTING 
$2,000
Full color logo, Company contact 
information, Company URL

2017 MEDIA KIT

ONLINE AGENCY GALLERY

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

3 OPTIONS 2

3

1

MM&M-online.com averages over 74k 
unique visitors and 135k page views 
per month. We deliver several cost-
effective agency listing options to 
further enhance your company’s brand, 
messaging, client creative work and 
more at a dedicated page solely for the 
healthcare agency sector.
 
For all listings
Live links placed throughout the 
Homepage and feature pages at mmm-
online.com, along with branding within 
the daily MM&M Newsbriefs to drive 
further traffic to the MM&M online 
Agency Gallery. 

Be one click away from buying decisions 
of thousands of industry professionals 
turning to the MM&M Agency Gallery 
every day. Stand out in the areas that 
best define your capabilities and drive 
leads to your company.

mailto:doreen.gates%40haymarketmedia.com?subject=Collaborative%20Editorial%20Forums
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LEAD GENERATION

CONTACT: Doreen Gates, 267.477.1151, doreen.gates@haymarketmedia.com

You want sales leads? We have multiple ways to deliver them. Don’t pick just one – ask about our content syndication 
program which will utilize all appropriate lead generation products to guarantee you the most qualified, up-to-date, 
sales and/or marketing ready leads.

MM&M WHITEPAPER 
Delivered to over 12K opt-in integrated marketers. This 
broadcast service enables companies to announce 
whitepapers, best practice guidelines, research results 
and other free literature in all sectors of integrated 
marketing. The MM&M White Paper channels offer a 
minimum 50-lead guarantee as a part of the campaign 
and will archive your White Paper online until the 
campaign has been fulfilled.

SPONSORED PROMOTION
Delivered to over 20K marketers. Sponsorships available 
for email blast of special client promotions sent to Medical 
Marketing & Media’s subscriber base.  MM&M Sponsored 
Promotion examples include, but are not limited to: 
Webcasts, Trade Show Exhibition, Special Announcements, 
New Product Launches, Advertisements, Anniversaries, 
New Business wins, and Congratulatory messages.  The 
MM&M Sponsored Promotion channels offer a minimum 
50-lead guarantee as a part of the campaign.  

* Additional leads can be purchased on a CPL basis!
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LEAD GENERATION & THOUGHT 
LEADERSHIP EVENTS

MM&M PARTNER WEBCASTS are an authoritative and interactive marketing opportu-
nity for advertisers, allowing you to communicate thought leadership to a captive audi-
ence. Led by a senior editor, webcasts feature the most respected marketing executives. 
Sponsoring a webcast develops leads culled from the Medical Marketing & Media  
audience in an educational and informative atmosphere.

MM&M 20/10  
This is an abbreviated webcast format, featuring a 20 minute 
monologue by the sponsor and 10 minute Q&A session with 
the audience. (The standard format featuring a 45 minute 
monologue followed by a 15 minutes for Q&A.) With an 
abbreviated 30 minute run time, MM&M’s 20/10 is ideally 
suited for conveying a single opinion on a hot-button topic area. 

YOUR CONTENT, OUR MARKETING AND DELIVERY
MM&M takes responsibility for all webcast promotions, 
registrations, and on demand promotions afterwards. Your 
webcast is available on demand for a year after it runs.  
You will receive all registrant contact information and receive a 
personalized link to promote and host on demand.

MM&M CUSTOM WEBCAST 
MM&M creates specifically based on the Sponsor’s brief and 
secures ‘Featured Speaker’. Sponsor can provide speaker 
to participate. Regular format is a 60 minute audio/slide 
presentation webcast with approx 10 minute audience Q&A 
portion at the end, but this can also vary at the sponsor’s 
request.  MM&M Edit moderates intro, Q&A, and close

FORMAT CONTENT 
CREATION

MODERATOR SPEAKER 
RECRUITMENT

SPONSORS WITH 
SPEAKING OPPORTUNITY

OPTION TO PURCHASE 
WEBCAST FILE

Partner MM&M and 
Sponsor

MM&M MM&M and 
Sponsor

Yes Yes

MM&M 20/10 MM&M and 
Sponsor

MM&M MM&M and 
Sponsor

Sponsor One-On-One Yes

Custom MM&M and 
Sponsor

MM&M MM&M and 
Sponsor

Yes Yes
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MM&M TRANSFORMING  
HEALTHCARE VIRTUAL EVENT SERIES 

THE 2015 MM&M TRANSFORMING 
HEALTHCARE CONFERENCE 
marked our first spring conference, and it 
was centered around the theme of “going 
beyond the pill” - an extremely timely topic as 
this industry known for manufacturing pills, 
biologics and medical devices is grappling 
with how to reinvent themselves to become 
more service- and value-oriented. We gathered 
a broad mix of people in the room to discuss 
this theme, and our attendees responded 
very positively. Based on the success of the 
live conference in 2015 and 2016, we decided 
to take the next step by launching The 
Transforming Healthcare Virtual Event Series. 
This series of smaller virtual events delves more 
deeply into some of the topics introduced in 
the Transforming Healthcare live conference 
but in a safe, engaging and education virtual 
environment. 

LATE JANUARY- THE “TRANSFORMING 
HEALTHCARE” VIRTUAL EVENT SERIES: 
Next-Generation Providers: The next set of 
physician leaders has a very different definition 
of work-life balance (a point of contention 
for older docs), clinical technology (EHRs 
have changed the way many interact with 
patients), and other areas of doctoring than 
their forebears. As this is the main group on 
whom healthcare marketers will need to focus 
future energies, industry needs to understand 
them and think like they do or will not be able 
to engage with, or effectively market to, this 
group. We’ll provide a primer and show some 
of the methods biopharma is having most 
success with.
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MM&M’s Leadership Exchange Roundtables bring together industry thought leaders face-to-face to discuss important 
issues and relevant topics of concerns to marketing professionals. The 8- 10 participants will include client-side marketers 
and high-level thought leaders within the biopharma industry to discuss, analyze critical issues affecting our industry.

HIGH-LEVEL ENGAGEMENT & BRANDING 
OPPORTUNITY FOR SPONSORS
• Deliver insight on key healthcare trends within an KOL 

environment
• Demonstrate expertise 
• Share thought leadership

Before Event:  Sponsor collaborating directly with MM&M editorial 
team to narrow down topic and  a “wish list” list of panel candidates.  
MM&M will take into consideration when pulling together the group 
of individuals who will make up the final roundtable panel. The final 
decision on panelists to join the roundtable remains with MM&M. 

During Event: Sponsor to attend and participate in closed-door 
Roundtable with one seat at the table

After Event (Sponsorship Options):

PRINT RECAP
MM&M will produce a feature-length editorial analysis piece that 
will run within our monthly publication. Sponsor to receive full page 
display advertisement within the print and digital edition of MM&M, 
aligned with roundtable editorial. Sponsor to receive a PDF the 
editorial piece to be used in their own marketing efforts creating 
enduring material for your investment.

eBOOK RECAP
MM&M will produce a Leadership Exchange eBook which synthesize 
the best insights into a digestible and attractive format surrounding 
the content at the live event. Sponsor branding include on front 
cover of the eBook along with a Full Page ad. The eBook will then be 
deployed to over 45,000 MM&M opt-in email subscribers with a lead-
capture component delivering all leads to Sponsor. The Leadership 
Exchange eBook will be hosted for 12 months at mmm-online.com.
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eBOOKS

MM&M eBOOKS ARE PROMOTED  
WITH A MULTICHANNEL APPROACH
Email: Exclusive email blasts
Newsletters: MM&M NewsBrief and  

The Weekly Digest by MM&M
Website: ROS ads and archived  

within the eBook library

THE OPTIONS:
MM&M eBooks:  Co-Sponsorships
• MM&M creates content
• Sponsor branding within eBook (Full Page ad)
• Branding on cover page and all promotional emails (logo) 
• A 150-word commentary from the Co-Sponsor  

will be included as a sidebar in a special section  
of the eBook, including photo/headshot of Author 

• 75 Leads

MM&M Custom eBooks:   
Exclusive Sponsor
• Produced on Demand within 6 weeks
• Content based on brief agreed  

between editorial team and sponsor
• Content may include sponsor’s quotes,  

case studies, data and more
• MM&M responsible for entire creation,  

design, distribution of eBook
• 175 Leads

THE BENEFITS:
Thought Leadership: Show your expertise and educate our audience in your chosen field
Leads: Leads guaranteed from downloads
Branding: Company name and logo on cover along with full page ad
Shelf-Life: MM&M ebooks are archived for 12 months at mmm-online.com

*COST: Additional leads can be purchased on a CPL basis.  Ask your Account Manager for details

WHAT IS AN eBOOK? 

MM&M’s eBook series delivers in-depth reviews of the market and trends, along with practical advice, within specific 
topic areas of healthcare marketing. In 2017, MM&M will continue to produce thought-provoking content on the topics 
that continue to change the industry landscape. Content marketing has become increasingly popular, as a result— and 
eBooks are an essential part of a comprehensive content marketing mix.

MM&M sponsored eBooks are a compilation of content that include several articles or whitepapers on a related theme, 
executive interviews, and more.  They provide an in-depth look at a particular topic, are relevant to a group of targeted 
prospects or customers, and are designed to engage, educate, entertain and generate leads. eBooks are free to readers 
in exchange for their contact information and an excellent source of engaged leads.
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LIVE EVENTS
TRANSFORMING 
HEALTHCARE 
CONFERENCE 
Where: Midtown East Convene  
(Third Avenue), New York, NY

When: May 2, 2017 

Time: Full-day conference with networking breaks 
throughout the day

True transformation in healthcare requires inno-
vation, collaboration, AND engagement from the 
HCP community. As pharma works to diligently 
nurture their relationship with the HCP commu-
nity, pharma marketers are in a unique position 
to take charge of this transformation journey and 
provide HCPs with the education and resources 
they need to enhance the quality of care.  This 
year at Transforming Healthcare, we take the 
notion of “going beyond the pill,” a step ahead of 
wearable’s and devices and explore ways to create 
more connectivity and trust between pharma and 
HCPs- all for the good of the patient.
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MM&M AWARDS

TRADITIONAL SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIUES INCLUDE 
(but not limited to)

• Exclusive sponsorship of 
category(ies) of your choice

• Table of 10 with front-of-the-room 
position

• Sponsor branding leading up to, 
during and post-event

• Sponsor presenting Winner on stage 
of selected category sponsored

• MM&MM Newsletters “A Word from 
our Sponsor”  advertisement 

• MM&M Awards dedicated microsite 
surrounding the MM&M Awards

• Sponsor branding via Full Page ad 
within the Book of the Night given 
out after the event and polybagged 
with the November print issue of 
MM&M

• Sponsor branding with the Digital 
Edition of the Book of the Night to be 
deployed to 40k MM&M subscribers 
after the event.

• And much more

NON-TRADITIONAL SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES* (Include all of the above)
PhotoBooth Sponsor of the Evening
Social Media Sponsor of the Evening
Cocktail of the Evening Sponsor
Wifi & Digital Guest Directory Sponsor
Champagne Give-a-Way Sponsor

Join Us in October in New York City for the 14th Annual MM&M Awards where we’ll 
celebrate excellence in all facets of healthcare marketing and communications within 
the life sciences industry. Historically for the last 5 years, MM&M has SOLD OUT in 
attendance with over 900  attendees each year.  MM&M is praised for its nomination 
process due to its utmost independence and authority and is the gold standard in 
which to judge excellence. With over 100 judges, the MM&M Awards are the result of 
deep analysis and expertise amongst esteemed panels of leaders and thinkers rep-
resenting a wide variety of disciplines and backgrounds within healthcare marketing 
communities.    

Each year, we strive to make this program better and relevant to the changing 
landscape within the healthcare marketing arena. In 2017 we will continue with our 
expanded number of categories. Partnership includes a full year of branding up to the 
event and post-event with the various multichannel MM&M has to offer to reach this 
prestigious readership.

CELEBRATING  
EXCELLENCE IN  

HEALTHCARE  
MARKETING  

COMMUNICATIONS
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MM&M HALL OF FEMME EVENT

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE 
(BUT NOT LIMITED TO): 
•  Panel Member Sponsorship

•  Mimosa Bar During Awards 
Breakfast

•  Photobooth Sponsorship

•  Digital Partner

•  Luncheon Roundtable Sponsor

The MM&M Hall of Femme honors the most-senior female leaders 
throughout the biopharma, medical device and agency sectors 
of the healthcare industry who have made a significant impact in 
marketing and communications in the past year. Accomplished 
and results-driven, these women have navigated internally, reached 
across silos, and led teams to maximize value for their organiza-
tions. The inaugural event on June 9, 2016 featured a Summit & 
Awards Program, where attendees 
meet the 2016 Breakthrough Wom-
en, hear the first-person narratives 
behind their achievements, and 
attend educational sessions that 
explore the issues most relevant to 
female leaders working in health-
care marketing today.

CELEBRATING  
SENIOR WOMEN  
IN HEALTHCARE 

MARKETING  
COMMUNICATIONS
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MM&M CUSTOM CONTENT LAB
WHAT WE OFFER
•  Branded Content 
•  Native Advertising 
•  eBooks 
•  Custom Newsletters
•  Surveys
•  Video 
•  Microsites
•  Events 
•  Face-to-Face 
•  Online
•  Experiential
•  Social Media 

MM&M’S CUSTOM CONTENT LAB expertly crafts your story-in digital or print, 
social media, video, or face-to-face interaction. Through these custom channels 
MM&M will amplify your message to MM&M’s audience of senior level healthcare 
& pharma marketers, advertising & marketing agency senior executives and me-
dia company marketers.

Native Advertising

Video eBook

Face-to-Face
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CANNES LIONS 2017  
PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

MM&M successfully launched the Haymar-
ket cabana at Cannes Lions 2016, and our 
2017 attendance provides even more part-
ner opportunities! With a firm presence at 
Lions Health, a two day event within Cannes 
Lions targeted towards the healthcare 
communications industry, MM&M will be 
providing key event and editorial programs 
for partners looking to leverage their partic-
ipation by:

•  Providing the chance to build awareness 
via our content, networking activities and 
targeted promotional programs within our 
cabana

•  Giving partners the ability to leverage 
their participation at Cannes Lions via our 
editorial amplification packages

•  Offering partners a permanent meeting 
location for them and potential clients to 
connect in distinctive ways

Haymarket’s beach cabana is located in a 
prime location for the entire week of Cannes 
Lions. It is designed to not only host content, 
but includes a networking and exhibit space, 
Wi-Fi, phone charging and tech capabilities 
for our brands, partners and visitors and is 
THE go-to destination throughout the week. 
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LICENSING, REPRINTS & EPRINTS
ENHANCE YOUR CONTENT – WITH MM&M’S CUSTOM REPRINTS 

Created with high standards and competitively priced, MM&M articles can be reprinted in their original form or cus-
tomized to meet your specific requirements. Choose between reprints and e-prints (electronic PDFs) or combine both 
mediums for a unique and cost-effective way to market your products, services or solutions. MM&M reprints are ready 
for distribution at conferences or events, in media kits, direct mailings or corporate displays.

MULTICHANNEL MARKETING

standing the relationships between touch point and tactic along 
the patient journey also optimizes the overall mix and customizes 
experiences at each milestone based on specific segment needs, 
behaviors and ever-evolving expectations. Such an approach also 
elevates a healthcare or pharmaceutical campaign to the level of 
other campaigns in other, often far less important verticals. 

The step-by-step plan
1. Create actionable brand goals: A multichannel marketer’s ultimate 

goal within healthcare is to match patient with treatment. You 
might need to educate audiences about the disease, symptoms, 
diagnosis and your particular solution. You might also need to 
provide support, encourage adherence or build advocacy. Regard-
less of the end goal, however, your call to action for any campaign 
should be straightforward for the target and discretely measurable.

2. Map the audience journeys: After you determine where you want 
your audiences to go and what you want them to do, your next 
step is to thoroughly understand where they’ve already gone and 
what they’ve already done. The traditional Field of Dreams belief—
“build it and they will come”—has now succumbed to “build it 
where they are.” This augments their legacy behaviors and allows 
for the multichannel marketer to further embed relevant content. 

3. Build tactics from the inside out: Combine brand goals with audi-
ence behaviors to build tactics based on the needs of your targets 
rather than on those of your vendors. Track your audience tra-
jectories from search to platform to page to program to app to 
advocacy and then retrofit your tactics to help guide users to your 
customized content and dynamic calls to action.

4. Begin and end with data and analytics: Be sure that each tactic is 
designed to be measured, and measured by design. Learn everything 
you can about your audience at each touch point and integrate 
your tactics so that the output of one experience becomes the 
input of the next, enabling profiling, dynamic content creation and 
customized experiences. Routinely analyze the success of each 
element and the campaign overall to optimize and refine targeting. 

5. Incessantly explore new tactics: Welcome to the digital-health 
version of Through the Looking-Glass, in which our protagonist 
chases after the Red Queen who runs in place just to be sure she 
can stand still. The emerging tech of this month becomes the must-
do channel of the next—so pay close attention to meaningful use 
and EHR integration, prescription apps and wearables. Today’s 
frisky new start-ups could be tomorrow’s Masters of the Universe. 

6. Keep your ultimate end users in mind: Patients! As they interact 
with our multichannel content, we get to know them better—and 
as we get to know them better, we provide them, their caregivers 
and their physicians with increasingly personalized experiences 
designed to improve and extend life. Talk about closing the loop 
on a noble mission! n

Michael Spitz is VP strategy at Klick Health.
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B y 2015 we were supposed to have flying cars and vacation 
homes on the moon. Alas, few prognosticators other than 
Arthur C. Clarke understood that the actual technological 
revolution would come in the form of communications: satel-

lites far above, cables deep below and microcomputers in our pockets 
connecting billions of people with information and one another.

The incredible power placed into the hands of consumers has pro-
foundly disrupted verticals from marketing to music, from publishing 
to production. Indeed, entirely new business models have evolved 
centered around dynamic two-way communication between brands 
and audiences. As hyperpersonalized touch points have become 
ubiquitous, our brave new digital tools and devices have colonized 
one of the areas where it can potentially count the most: healthcare.

The “creative destruction of medicine”—as envisioned by Eric 
Topol and brought about by the digitization of health around the 
quantified self—reverberates through health IT, genomics, connected 
health, personalized and telemedicine, gamification, wearables and 
biometrics. Digital health leads the way from treatment to manage-
ment to prediction to prevention.

Fittingly, digital health now leads the way for healthcare marketing 
as well. Professionals, patients and caregivers have the same expec-
tations in health as in other verticals, and the industry is slowly but 

steadfastly starting to meet expectations. The challenges are abundant 
due to a fragmented IT landscape—not to mention understandable 
regulatory and privacy concerns. Fresh multichannel opportunities 
nonetheless abound, centered on big data and smart strategy. 

Eyes on the audiences
Historically, the approach to multichannel marketing has been dis-
continuous and fragmented. That’s not surprising considering how 
new channels have entered the media mix at various times and with 
varied degrees of success: Print, broadcast, e-mail, websites, display 
ads, SEM, geo-targeting, apps, social—each channel has its own strat-
egy, content, success metrics and specialty vendors, creating quite 
the cacophony for brand stewards herding these many media cats. 

The inevitable result has been inefficiencies through redundancy 
and lost opportunities in terms of maximizing the pharma or health-
care brand’s relationship with its audiences. But healthcare audiences 
naturally access information and interact across countless touch 
points and numerous devices. Taking an audience-centric point of 
view is foundational for every effective multichannel campaign. 

Not unlike a solid digital health strategy, a powerful multi channel 
campaign begins by understanding your own brand goals and audi-
ence behaviors across every milestone of the health and wellness 

trajectory. The classic journey from symptoms to diagnosis to treat-
ment to adherence to advocacy must be mapped to patients’ com-
munication habits and ultimately tied back to preset goals, driving 
their overall experience—and the experiences of their physician 
and other influencers—throughout the campaign. 

Go with the user flow
Starting with user flows for each segment helps identify all avail-
able touch points and best integrates all the otherwise-disparate 
campaign components. For example, 77% of online health seekers 
begin their Web session at a search engine. Based on their queries, 
patients and caregivers are then pointed toward specialized health 
portals, information sites and social platforms. The objective for 
multichannel marketers should be embedding contextually relevant 
and compelling content that ultimately drives patients to an informed 
point-of-care conversation with their physicians.

On the HCP side, the challenge is twofold: providing authoritative 
and useful clinical information while somehow supplementing and 
often replacing personal promotion in this era of the sales-rep-barring 
physician. By engaging HCPs with relevant content and offering 
value-added personalized support in the form of everything from 
clinical resources to patient education and reimbursement materi-
als, a multichannel campaign transforms into a lasting high-value 
brand relationship. 

Connecting the dots and harmonizing the many HCP/patient/
caregiver touch points is similarly essential. The piecemeal method 
of developing tactics for each segment and channel in isolation 
must give way to a holistic approach that acknowledges the count-
less dependencies and organic flow between audiences and their 
preferred forms of engagement. From search to e-mail to special-
ized sites, brand teams need a single contact, a “person behind the 
curtain” to strategize and manage their otherwise-chaotic Digital Oz. 

Data and digital fingerprints
To continue the analogy, the Wizard’s power is all in the data. 
Measure ment opportunities abound and proven analytics tools 
help identify users, where they are coming from, what they do and 
ultimately the desired shift in their mind-set. Creating and driving 
targets toward a singular and simple call to action heightens engage-
ment and determines overall campaign effectiveness.

By integrating every channel in a multichannel campaign on the 
back end, brands can begin to create a digital fingerprint of their 
targets in aggregate and, in some cases, on the individual-user level. 
With help from customized metrics, analytics and reporting programs, 
data sets shift from rows of numbers on a spreadsheet to dynamic 
profiles of actual-user behaviors. The result is actionable intelligence 
that goes beyond “time on site,” instead revealing a consumer’s 
actual engagement with a brand in the multichannel environment.

That shift in focus—from media tactic to patient benefit—infuses 
the best multichannel campaigns with digital-health might. Under-

Most healthcare marketers understand the need for their programs to live in a range of channels. 
Now comes the hard part: Balancing their efforts across the multichannel spectrum. Michael Spitz 
offers some advice to marketers who get the “why” but need some help with the “how”

Multichannel Matures
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O ver the course of a lengthy conversation with Jesper Høiland, his voice lowers and slows precisely two times. The first is when he talks about his initial round of sales training, which occurred shortly after he started at Nordisk Gentofte A/S as “the assistant to the assistant to the assistant”—the first of his 11 roles with the company. “The training certificate is still on my wall,” he says proudly. The second comes when he discusses the fate of his previous Novo business cards, which went MIA during Høiland’s move to the US. “I just liked having them. I liked flipping through them.” 
Those quieter moments notwithstanding, a chat with Høiland is, to descend into the realm of the colloquial, an absolute gas. He laughs loudly and often. He dead-pans and self-deprecates. He exclaims “yuck!” with the faux-aggrieved delight of a child, whether discussing the weather—which forced multiple closings of Novo’s New Jersey office last winter—or when assessing the prospect of seeing the photos that accompany this story. He’s such a warm and generous conversationalist, in fact, that it’s easy to forget that you’re talking to an enormously well-regarded executive who plies his trade in an industry not exactly renowned for its charming personalities.“Jesper is one of the most energetic individuals I have ever met,” says Maziar Mike Doustdar, EVP, Novo Nordisk International Operations. “He has this ability to encourage people to become even better versions of themselves in everything that they do.”

Høiland downplays his effect on his colleagues, but it’s clear that engaging with them drives him. “I love being with people. I love being out on the front lines,” he says. It’s fortunate that he does, given the 90 or so days he spends on the road every year—which, while a far cry from the 15 hours a week he estimates he spent on a plane during his days in Novo’s Inter-national Operations unit, remains a pun-ishing schedule.

Perhaps it’s that energy that has prompted Novo to task Høiland with an assignment that will demand every bit of brio he can summon. In the wake of the company’s April launch of Sax-enda, which combines the same active 

ingredient as Novo’s diabetes shot Victoza, Novo is hoping to establish a dominant foothold in the underdeveloped—and, to hear some tell it, under-innovated—obesity space. As Novo’s top exec in North America, Høiland may well be judged on the success or failure of this effort.If he’s the slightest bit intimidated by the enormity of the charge, you’d be hard-pressed to tell. “So many patients have [obesity] and so few are getting treated—that kind of challenge, wow, how great is that?” he asks. “Obesity is so interesting to me because we all know it exists but nobody knows how to tackle it.”
Høiland points to a host of sobering statistics that inform Novo’s decision to focus on the space: Eighty million Ameri-cans are currently obese, with an astonishing 44% of the population projected to be obese 15 years from now. “Is this an epidemic? No. An epidemic comes and goes. This is a trend curve,” Høiland says. “We need to bend that curve.”Høiland, a fitness enthusiast who rides his bike to the office most days, isn’t attempting to spark a self-help revo-lution or shame patients into submission. Rather, he says Novo’s role should be part counselor, part advocate and part cheerleader. “We’re not talking about being crazy and sitting on a bicycle for six hours a day. We’re just talking about normal healthy behavior,” he stresses. “The reason [treating obesity] has been so hard is that for many people, it’s not a question of appearance. To attempt to treat and improve the quality of life for patients who might not think they’re suffering—that’s hard.”

At the same time, given its success in the diabetes sphere, Novo might be one of the few entities with the tactical and behavioral agility to stall and ultimately reverse the upward trend in obesity rates. As Høiland puts it, “Novo knows a little something about chronic conditions.”
The ultimate goal? “To truly do some-thing for society,” Høiland says. “I hope that Novo Nordisk is the company that reduces obesity, but I’m so excited that there are three or four compounds out in the marketplace. We will not be able to tackle this challenge alone. Let the best person win, I say.”             —Larry Dobrow

Novo exec fuels firm’s new obesity fight
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Jesper Høiland
EVP, Novo Nordisk USA 
2013 
SVP, Novo Nordisk North 
America  

2004 
SVP, Novo Nordisk Interna-tional Operations

1998
Managing director, Novo 
Nordisk    

“An epidemic comes and goes. This is a trend curve. We need to bend that curve.”
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keep patients from proceeding from step A to B to C about the disease itself or how the condition is being explained.
MicroMass’s work on a GSK account for an oral-cancer treatment is a prime example of this ap-proach in action. “I think every doctor and brand team assumed, ‘Oh, it’s going to be so much easier [than an take the product. No problem,’ ” Connor says.The reality, however, is that even when dealing with “easier” new medications, patients will likely still have questions. Too, the no-problem mind-set fails to consider the support patients might need  regardless of whether a drug is swallowed or injected. So Micro-Mass has endeavored to create programs that address behavioral barriers to change. For those instances where reaching the patient places additional demands on physicians, the firm has developed communication programs that focus on changing the tenor of patient/physician conversations. Among the recent topics? How professionals discuss diseases.According to Connor, such programs begin by analyzing how physicians talk about the options a patient may have. For instance, for a rare-disease medi-cation—a treatment patients traditionally resisted, because it was considered a last-resort option—Mi-croMass found that the patient/physician dialogue was about little more than “risk, risk, risk,” Connor reports. Not surprisingly, patients responded along the lines of, “ ‘Oh, hell no, I am not going on that product.’ ” Meanwhile, doctors were surprised to learn that their conversations with patients were perceived as negative in tone.

Connor says that MicroMass’s conversation frame-work has impacted patient behavior considerably and that the firm is hoping to get the results of its research published in a journal. Other upcoming projects and 

challenges include helping clients navigate the new outcomes-first world, especially when it comes to is-sues like creating messaging that resonates with ACOs and comparable entities.     —Deborah Weinstein

With half its new business for 2014 coming from pitches and the other half from organic growth, the North Caro-lina–based behavioral specialists at MicroMass enjoyed a fine year. Revenue jumped 25% over 2013’s sum, landing the agency in the $15-million to $20-million range, while head count grew to 73 from around 65. MicroMass CEO Phil Stein and president Alyson Con-nor have been fusing behavioral science and storytelling for 21 years, and the talent they regularly recruit includes PhD students from nearby Chapel Hill. But all employees, even those who sit in the design or copy departments, are schooled in the scientific principles that support an ap-proach that landed clients like GlaxoSmithKline’s oncol-ogy division. MicroMass hung on to the account after an asset swap that transferred the business over to Novartis.MicroMass’s approach may not be for everyone, as it requires clients to adopt a new way of thinking about their products and their roles in a patient’s health. “The playbook for pharma is you tell them how great the prod-uct is, tell them to ask their doctor for it, keep reminding them about the product, send them refill reminders and give them a co-pay card,” Connor explains. “As pharma becomes more and more ‘me too,’ that doesn’t work.”What works far better, she continues, is developing an understanding of what happens outside these conversations, then creating messaging that addresses the barriers that 
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For contact details, ser-vice offerings and client roster, see Agency A to Z, beginning on page 183
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Above left: MicroMass put gamification into play in its mobile 
app designed for patients with type 2 diabetes. Above: A tool 
for Gilead designed to increase patient self-efficacy

AS PHARMA  
BECOMES MORE AND 
MORE ME-TOO, [ITS 
OLD PLAYBOOK]  
DOESN’T WORK.” 
—ALYSON CONNOR
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